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 WATER TURBINES
and the water flows axially into and through the wheel, giving an axial-flow
turbine (fig. 2). Both these types have been to all intents obsolete for some
years, and the Francis or inward-flow turbine, in which the guide vanes
surround the outer periphery of the runner, is now in general use. In the
earlier Francis turbines the discharge was also radially inwards, but in modern
turbines, in order to obtain a larger discharge area with a given diameter of
runner, the form of the buckets has been modified so as to give a discharge
in a direction which is more or less parallel to the axis of the turbine. In
the most recent turbines for low-head plants, the design is indeed tending
to a turbine which, as regards the runner, is essentially of the Jonval or axial-
flow type (fig. 3). Inward-flow guide vanes are used, but there are signs
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that even in this respect the design
of low-head turbines is tending to
revert to a modified Jonval type.
General Comparison of Im-
pulse and Reaction Turbines.—
UIDE
VANES
Fig. 2.—Guide Vanes and Runner of Jonval Turbine
The peripheral velocity of a Pelton
wheel for maximum efficiency is
slightly less than one - half the
spouting velocity of the jet (usually
approximately o-^6\/2glI, where H is
the head), while that of the reaction
runner turbine varies from about 0-65^/2^
to i-o5V2<grH, depending on the
design. Because of this, the Pelton
wheel is well adapted for very high
heads, which may then be utilized
with moderate speeds of rotation.
On the other hand, the relatively
high speed of the reaction turbine
enables reasonably high rotative speeds to be obtained with low heads.
The Pelton wheel cannot well be designed to utilize efficiently more
than two jets on a single wheel, and as the maximum practicable jet diameter
is about 12 in., the volume of water which can be handled and the output
of the turbine become small under low heads. The reaction turbine with
its full peripheral admission is well adapted for large volumes. It is not
suited for small powers under high heads, since the volume of water is small,
the waterways are of very small sectional area and easily become choked by
floating debris, and the fluid friction losses become relatively high.
The Pelton wheel is not well adapted to be used with a suction or draft
tube, and, where the tail-race level varies appreciably, must be installed
above the highest tail-water level with some sacrifice of head. The reaction
turbine lends itself readily to this construction, and has the further advantage
that it may be drowned without loss of efficiency. The efficiency of the
reaction turbine is not so sensitive to changes of head as that of the Pelton

